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when the whole thing is done, you can download
the pdf file and print it out for free (it is yours to
keep). it says it will take you two to three hours to
assemble the masks. if you click on the individual
pictures in the gallery, you will see strange and
hilarious vignettes of people wearing the masks in
odd settings. no shipping costs, no shopping, and
you can still consider it semi-homemade. love it.
thanks to all of you for your support this year. were
looking forward to thehalloween and were excited
about spending time with our families, creating
crafts and spooky things around the house. we
made this free bat model for families to build
together, display in windows, set on table-tops or
hang around the house. if you know someone who
would appreciate a bit of down time away from the
screens with a craft activity, share a link to the
page and spread the word.the batmodel is made in
the same way as our low poly masks. simply
download, print and build. halloween is a time for
creativity and storytelling. this easy-to-make spider
mask is great for a kid's costume or for adults who
want to add a bit of creepiness to an upcoming
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party. the mask template is free to download and
print. you'll need a few supplies to complete the
design, but it's simple to make. there's no better
way to spend halloween than with a good scare or
two. we've compiled a list of halloween staples to
help you make the perfect halloween for yourself
and your family. create your own spooky craft, or
purchase halloween masks from whimsy. - steve,
marianne and fletch
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we encourage people to make them out of just
whatever they can collect cereal boxes are great,

packaging, anything like that. i see them as a
starting point we provide the framework for people
to create on top of, so most people who build our
masks end up painting them and decorating them
and then from there, they get used for all sorts of

stuff music videos, films, theatre, all sorts. do
stories and artists like this matter to you become a
colossal member today and support independent
arts publishing for as little as $5 per month. you'll
connect with a community of like-minded readers
who are passionate about contemporary art, read

articles and newsletters ad-free, sustain our
interview series, get discounts and early access to
our limited-edition print releases, and much more.

join now! i suppose the answer is a bit of all of
those things. i always drew and painted as a kid
(particularly in my teen years) but as i got a little

older, i started to realise i had a different
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perspective on art and thinking about what this was
going to lead to, so i didnt want to be an artist

anymore, i wanted to be a different kind of artist. i
always liked the creative aspect of craft and design
and so i started to understand that this would be a
better way for me to get what i wanted to get out

of art. so i kind of fell into it the wrong way! so now
im working on using that thinking as the creative
direction for the masks i build. ive also made a

couple of more “traditional” art posters and
paintings for friends and family as well as various

items for etsy. 5ec8ef588b
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